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I've just published my 20th book.  It is available on Amazon. It is entitled THE PLEDGE OF 
ALLEGIANCE & THE STAR-SPANGLED BANNER:  A Patriot’s Primer on the American Spirit and A 
Citizen’s Guide to Restoring the Republic. It deals with the essence of America—its principles, ideals 
and values, its history, its future. It is politically incorrect, but Constitutionally and spiritually right. Through 
the two quintessential symbols of America—the Pledge of Allegiance and the Star-Spangled Banner—it 
discusses the fundamentals of America and their relation to the rest of the world. It regards the 
Declaration of Independence as a spiritual document as much as a political one.   
 

The theme of the book is "the American Spirit." The conclusion of the book is that the 
ideals, principles and values of America, when rightly understood and restored to full 
operation in our republic as intended by our Founders, can become the basis of The 
United States of the World.   
 

The beginning of the book: 
 

"The War for Independence which founded our nation is over, but the American 
Revolution goes on because it is a spiritual revolution of global dimensions. Our 
revolution is unique in history:  the proclamation of liberty for all, individual sovereignty, 
self-determination, inalienable rights, equality of opportunity, justice under the rule of 
law, and human dignity for all, derived from God and guaranteed through constitutional 
republican government of the people, by the people and for the people—all for the 
purpose of enabling us to find individual and collective happiness. Implementing that 
revolution is called the American Spirit." 

 

The conclusion of the book: 
 

"The United States of the World would provide the ultimate national security and military 
defense strategy for America. It would eliminate all our enemies by the peaceful and 
benign process of their conversion to Americanism." 

 

My objective is to defuse the hateful harangue going on across America between Left 
and Right, Democrat and Republican, conservative and liberal, neocon and progressive. 
  
 

How to do that? Einstein once said that a problem cannot be solved at the level of 
consciousness which generated it; you have to get uplevel in order to see the problem 
clearly.  That’s the approach I’ve taken.  I’m neither right-wing nor left-wing, but upwing. 
My book is intended to educate the public and support a peaceful restoration of the 
American republic. And beyond that, it opens the way not simply to genuine nationhood, 
but to planethood and true world community. 
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